IMPULSE DEVICES
Startgate STSn
The Startgate is mainly used for Alpine skiing but also for cross-country skiing, snowboard, etc. The Startgate is mounted between two posts at the start, so the racer has to move the startwand of the Startgate when he starts. To fix the Startgate at the
post it is equipped with a chain bracket.

Different Startgate types are available:
STSnM1S:
STSnM2S:
STSnA1S:
STSnA1:

manual reset, 1 contact, integrated speech amplifier
manual reset, 2 contacts, integrated speech amplifier
automatic reset, 1 contact, integrated speech amplifier
automatic reset, 1 contact, no speech amplifier

FIS homologated Startgate: STSnM2S

Startwand STSn-S:
A new startgate is supplied with a screwable startwand plus a spare one.
Startwand STSn-FSTAB:
Alternatively it is possible to acquire a startwand with integrated spring for more
protection of the startwand. This startwand is recommended for Selftimer
startgates.

Contacts:
ALGE offers models with one, two or four contacts. At each contact (two banana
sockets) you can connect a start line. Each contact has a separate micro switch.
For FIS races separate start lines are necessary for timer A and B, therefore you
need a Startgate with two contacts.
Integrated Speech Amplifier:
ALGE offers models with integrated speech amplifiers. Such Startgates have the
advantage that you can connect a headset and talk with the starter through the
two-core start cable.
Startwand Reset:
ALGE offers models with automatic and manual reset of the startwand. Automatic
reset is mainly used for training and Selftimer. Startgates that are used for racing
have a manual rest of the startwand, this means after the start they stay open

Start Poles with Start Plates SSP:
ALGE-TIMING offers start poles with start plates. The poles
are knocked in the snow. The plates are fastened to the poles and mounted into the snow in front of the poles so each
racer has the same start conditions. The plate has a carpet
so the starter has an ideal grip. Onto one pole you can
screw the startgate.
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